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Understanding

Multiple Sclerosis

by Peter Lim

A link between multiple sclerosis and dengue?

ultiple Sclerosis or MS is an
autoimmune disease virus
that attacks the central nervous system
affecting the brain, spinal cord and optic
nerves, and could potentially attack all
key organs. It attacks organ nerves,
bones, muscles, tissues, membranes,
lymph nodes and ligaments, and in
serious cases, could lead to potential
organ paralysis with excruciating pain.
The attacks could result in blindness,
numbness, and tingling limb sensation,
mental focus disorders, memory loss,
with limb joints and spine in great pain,
“paralysing the limbs and organs”,
creating imbalance and may force one to
walk with a walking stick or be confined
to a wheel chair.

Accounts from Our
NeB Studies
Months back, I alerted a friend who had
a heart attack. From my NeB photo
analysis, I warned the family that he
had MS and dengue bleeding which
must be dealt with as otherwise there
could be potential danger in surgery.
He went ahead and the first heart stent
was done successfully. While doing the
second heart stent, the kidneys failed (as
I presumed the MS had paralysed the
kidneys). Dialysis was substituted but
failed too, and he died in the operating
theatre. He had dengue bleeding.

month, he experienced much relief, and
by the second month, he was completely
well and so pleased with our support.

A Personal Experience
Recently I had a severe MS attack on
the elbow and thigh joints and knees.
It was as if the whole arms were taken
out from the sockets. I dragged my feet
with a limp. I was in excruciating pain
when putting on my socks. It was good
experience for me to isolate and deal
with the pain, right to the targets using
NeB energy therapy. This experience
has taught me how to deal with MS
very decisively and systematically. This
is especially so when MS could attack
and paralyse the organs that are weak,
especially to further weaken the organs,
and if attacked by tumours, to bring
potential collapse to the whole body
system.

Another was having severe spine pain
affecting his balance in walking. He had
to use a walking stick. He has MS and
was not dealt with when he went for his
Presence of MS in
spine operation. The root cause has not
Dengue Cases
For years in our NeB Research, we did not been solved although operated, and this
continues to affect the mobility of his body
even have one case of MS. Then since
April 2012 and to date, we have hundreds from head to limbs. We would not be
World’s First Discovery
surprised that many could be experiencing This discovery of linking MS to aedes
of cases of clients being attacked by
the same after the operations.
dengue and MS. MS is not transmitted
mosquitoes and dengue is a world first to
from human to human. Then how is this
help other researchers to explore its full
A man had severe attacks on the joints,
virus transmitted? We stumbled on the
potentials to benefit mankind. Nature’s
link between dengue and MS. We picked knees, hands and anchors and had
Glory is very happy to discover the link
100 cases for our studies involving clients excruciating pain. He went from clinic
and provide timely answers to benefit the
to hospital, to natural therapies including
from several countries. For every dengue
world. If you have such challenges, send
case, we also discovered the presence of acupunctures. His pain still persisted
your photo to us with a small research
without end until he was referred to try our fee, for a non-invasive test and report on
MS with no exceptions, or 100% linked
NeB. We traced his pain to the numerous your challenges. This is one good way
to aedes mosquitoes. While dengue
root causes, including dengue and MS
attacks bones and marrows and causes
to achieve a long-term solution. Visit us
and used our patches and “broadcasting” at www.natures-glory.com, click to nano
internal bleeding and platelet count
the energy healing frequencies by remote energy boosters for various answers to
drop, MS attacks the central nervous
to speed up the healing. Within the first
system and could also attack all organs
your challenges.
with potential paralysis. The accounts of
some in our NeB research studies are
interesting, to alert the dangers that lie
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